Cerebral aneurysm treatment using flow-diverting stents: in-vivo visualization of flow alterations by parametric colour coding to predict aneurysmal occlusion: preliminary results.
After deployment of flow-diverting stents (FDS), complete aneurysm occlusion is not predictable. This study investigated whether parametric colour coding (PCC) could allow in vivo visualization of flow alterations induced by FDS and identify favourable or adverse flow modulations. Thirty-six patients treated by FDS were analyzed. Preinterventional and postinterventional DSA-series were postprocessed by PCC and time-density curves (TDCs) were calculated. The parameters aneurysmal inflow, outflow, and relative time-to-peak (rTTP) were calculated. Preinterventional and postinterventional values were compared and related to occlusion rate. Postinterventional inflow showed a mean reduction of 37%, outflow of 51%, and rTTP a prolongation of 82%. Saccular aneurysm occlusion occurred if a reduction of at least 15% was achieved for inflow and 35% for outflow (sensitivity: 89%, specificity: 82%). Unchanged outflow and a slightly prolonged rTTP were associated with growth in one fusiform aneurysm. PCC allows visualization of flow alterations after FDS treatment, illustrating "flow diverting effects" by the TDC shape and indicating mainly aneurysmal outflow and lesser inflow changes. Quantifiable parameters (inflow, outflow, rTTP) can be obtained, thresholds for predicting aneurysm occlusion determined, and adverse flow modulations assumed. As a rapid intraprocedural tool, PCC might support the decision to implant more than one FDS. • After deployment of a flow-diverting stent, complete aneurysm occlusion is unpredictable. • Parametric colour coding offers new options for visualizing in vivo flow alterations non-invasively. • Quantifiable parameters, i.e., aneurysmal inflow/outflow can be obtained allowing prognostic stratification. • Rapid, intraprocedural application allows treatment monitoring, potentially contributing to patient safety.